Fluid Art Journaling

One of the things I love
to do most in my art
journal is to use the
gorgeous qualities of
high flow acrylic paint to
create backgrounds or
abstract paintings. Their
ability to create depth,
intense washes, and
shiny opaque templates
is unlike any other
material.
Here’s a list of supplies
you’ll need to play along
with some of the
techniques I’m using.
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Fluid Art Journaling Pitfalls & Fixes

Pitfall #1: The paint
drips into the spine
and leaks through
onto other pages.
Pitfall #2: You
accidentally get paint
on other pages trying
to paint all the way to
the edge of the
current page.
Pitfall #3: The paint
bleeds through to the
back of the page.

Here’s how I dodge these pitfalls:
Tip #1: Choose an unused section of your journal to create your fluid art spread.
Choose a 2-page spread in the middle the book with no other pages around it that
might get ruined.
Tip #2: Protect the pages before and after your current spread by placing parchment
paper behind each page.
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Tip #3: Use a brush to apply paint, do not pour. Start with a thin layer and build as
needed. Do not allow paint to drip into the spine of the book, but apply thin layers here
as well.
Tip #4: Let your journal be imperfect. I tend to take a bit of a “wabi sabi” approach to
my art journal, and let the little mistakes be a part of the process. If I get an egregious
leak onto a page I really like, then I will just touch it up with paint. Because a lot of my
pages are painted, this works out. You will decide what works for you.
Tip #5: Choose a journal that is spiral bound with thick pages. Get a journal with
thicker pages and/or use a spiral bound journal if the concerns about paint dripping
into the spine bother you too much.
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Fluid Art Journaling Supplies
Journals:
Which type of journal you use depends a bit on your personality and budget. I will go
over some journals that would be good choices for high flow paints.
Whether you stick
with watercolor and
mixed media
journals which have
thicker pages, or
you work in drawing
sketchbooks
depends on the
thickness of the
pages and your
personal
preferences and
how particular you
are. I personally
like the slightly
worn page, it
shows my hand in
the work, and I think that makes it more precious. Because I skip around in my
journal, and paint a lot of my pages, the bleed through doesn’t usually bother me too
much because I can paint a background over it and start fresh.
I’ve listed the journals in order of their heftiness, from the most to the least thick page.
I’ve used fluid paint on them all.
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Moleskine Art Plus Accordion Journal
Moleskine Art Plus Watercolor Journal
Strathmore Watercolor Journal
Moleskine Art Plus Sketchbook Large
Moleskine Art Plus Sketchbook, Pocket
Hand Book Travelogue Journal Landscape
An economic, and likely fairly sturdy option: Strathmore Spiral Bound Watercolor
Journal - I have not used this one, but it’s a popular watercolor journal.

Paints:
You will really only need 1 - 3 colors to do what we are doing in the workshop. If you’d
like to get a starting set, I like this one:
Golden High Flow Acrylic Paint Set
There are recipes online for making your own high flows, search: Fluid paint recipes

Brushes:
Any medium sized brush will do for backgrounds. For abstract painting I’ll be using a
smallish round brush (4 or 6) , but you can experiment with what you have. If you are
looking for a starting set, I like this one:
Loew Cornell Brush Set

Gel Pens/ Paint Pens:
Sakura Gelly Roll Pen in White
Posca Paint Pen in White
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Other Important Materials:
Paper towels or paint rag for clean up
Lysol Wipes for cleaning spills or palette
Palette or other plastic surface to use as a palette
Parchment paper to protect pages
Water cup
Gloves or Glove cream to protect your hands
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Fluid Art Journaling Background Tips

Tip #1: Use a limited color palette: 1 - 3 similar colors or 1 color plus black or white
works well without getting muddy or grey.
Tip #2: Less is more: Everyone has a diﬀerent aesthetic, but usually when students
complain about their journal pages, it’s because there’s a bit too much going on, and
it’s hard for the eye to know what to focus on. Keep your background simple.
Tip #3: Keep brush strokes consistent: I like to use back and forth strokes, x strokes,
or up and down, or a combination. Whatever you do, if you keep it consistent, the page
will flow.
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Tip #4: Blend: Work with your paints to achieve a blend, using your brush to blend one
color into the other. When blending, start with just a tiny bit of paint and add a bit at a
time.
Can you see a theme in what I’m suggesting here? Let the background be restful for
the eye and have a good flow. However, you can of course break all these rules and
make a totally diﬀerent kind of page too! You could do a striped page, a polka dotted
page, or a page with a grid of colors, I’m just teaching you one approach. You will find
your own way taking a bit of this, and a bit of that from diﬀerent artists. It’s a
wonderful way to develop your own skills and style.
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Creative Resources
Take my free class:
The Guide to Creative Self-Care

Helpful posts for further creative exploration:
The Big Power of Working Small
The Inchie Challenge
The Simple Art Technique I Just Can’t Stop Doing

Learn with Mindful Art Studio classes:
Fluid Art
Art Journaling 101
Freeing the Muse
Starting Your Art Journal (e-book)

Join our community! Please find us here:
Private Facebook Community: Creative Self-Care
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/amy-maricle/
Instagram: Instagram @AmyMaricle

*Most of the links provided are aﬃliate links. This means that at no extra cost to you, if
you choose to click and purchase something, you’ll help support the work of Mindful
Art Studio to support the artist in everyone.
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